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Swindon Borough Council set about an ambitious plan to transform the way we delivered our 

senior leadership development programmes. In 2016 we engaged with a stakeholder group 

of senior managers to identify the core skill set our leaders would need to deliver our longer 

term visions and priorities. We worked with our Local Enterprise Network, (LEP) broker Higher 

Futures to undertake a market selection process to find the right academic partner.  With our 

successful partner, University of West England, we began putting the flesh on the bones of 

what was to become the most exciting and different approach to public sector leadership 

development our Council had embarked in many years. Critically for us this was combining 

what the research and academic experts told us about leadership development with our 

insight into the leadership skill set we needed to develop for the next 5-10 years.  Here is what 

our academic partner says about working with us: 

“Swindon Borough Council engaged proactively and in a genuinely collaborative manner with 

University West of England (UWE)  from contract award and throughout programme 

development/delivery, to ensure that the Council’s culture, values and strategic objectives are 

fully and accurately represented in the provision and the associated learning outcomes. 

The approach in creating the leadership programme has recognised that participants are busy 

and experienced professionals. Consequently, the programmes combine academic rigour with 

a strong emphasis on practical application and keeping the programme’s 'purpose' - to ready 

a cohort of suitably experienced, able and motivated individuals to meet the challenges of 

leadership/management across their organisation and the wider sector. This has been 

underpinned with business leaders supporting individuals through mentoring and coaching to 

support their new found confidence in themselves as leaders and to assist them in having a 

positive impact on their organisation’s performance.” Lynda Williams, Associate Director 

(BBEC). Faculty of Business and Law, Bristol Business School, UWE. Bristol 

The programme was launched at our Steam Museum, to the senior managers who were 

eligible to apply for the 16 limited places on this programme. Following the launch, we opened 

an on-line application process, from over 40 applications we shortlisted around 20 candidates 

for their final selection presentation. This was a 5 minute elevator pitch to our entire 

Corporate Management team, who made the final selection. Candidates were then personally 

invited to take up their place by our Chief executive.  

In our bid to develop a programme that 

contributed more widely to developing 

public sector leadership through our tri 

partite approach involving an academic 

partner, business leaders and our own 

leadership, we wanted to demonstrate 

that  our programme developed 

leaders more broadly, understanding 

the public sector influence beyond on 

our service requirements into our Civic 

and Business responsibilities.  
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With an award winning academic partner on board, we also knew from research that learning 

is most effectively embedded by bolstering this with coaching and mentoring. The latter of 

which we wanted to commission in a way that would broaden our leader’s insights and 

horizons beyond the Council to the wider public, private and third sector worlds. To do this 

we partnered with a number of Chief Executives and Leaders who mentored our 16 including:  

• Lt Col Lucy Giles – First Female Commander at Sandhurst 

• Charlie Armstrong: Swindon Borough Policing Commander 

• Jenny Groves: Chair of Switch On Swindon, Former Nationwide Director Customer 

Experience 

• Ian Green: Chief Executive Terrance Higgins Trust, Chair of Advance Housing 

• Howard Topliss: Chief Executive Green Square 

• Julie Layton: Chief Executive Advance Housing 

We also chose Executive Coaches and Coaching Psychologists from a wide range of 

backgrounds and matched the Future Leaders with different styles of Coach and Mentor to 

make sure they got the widest possible developmental conversations and professional 

challenge to support their learning.  

In order to ensure that the programme had a real and lasting impact on SBC and how we 

work, each Future Leader was invited to take up a place on one of our four Swindon 

programme Boards. These Boards lead on the core transformation projects which will last 

through to 2020 to deliver the Council’s ambitious savings and transformation plans.  Here 

are some quotes from our Future Leaders about how they have used the learning to impact 

on how we work at SBC: 

In our mid point evaluation we have 80% satisfaction on the programme overall and we asked 

some of our Future Leaders, “Can you tell us one thing you have already done/done 

differently at SBC as a result of the programme and what impact this has had?”; here are some 

quotes:  

“I have completed a social skills assessment of my team to understand how we can better 

work together and with the wider department” 

“I have been able to identify different person 'types' and adapt my leadership style to get the 

best out of them” 

“I have practiced a number of the tools delivered through the programme and via my Coach” 

As with any great programme, you learn how to make it better from the people who do it. For 

our next cohort we have re-designed the psychometric profile elements that is used at the 

outset to help the group build a bond as a cohort and understand more clearly how different 

styles impact on the approach you take to learning as much as how you perform at work. We 

also plan to introduce the coaches and mentors much earlier in the programme, to make sure 

there is greater clarity around how we can use their high level confidential feedback on how 

we can support both the Future Leaders and challenges they encounter across the business. 
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We are also strengthened the mentoring element with each Future, ‘Future leader’ getting 

both an internal mentor (from this year’s cohort) as well as their external mentor.  

As the programme is half way through, the first cohort will graduate at a special event in 

summer 2018. At which point we have partnered with a second Academic Provider, Bath Spa 

University to undertake a full external evaluation. We believe we have created an innovative 

and inspiring leadership programme which has created a real buzz and sense of drive amongst 

both the current cohort and future potential candidates. For the judges information we have 

attached six slides on A4 which outline the key facets of the programme and broad content 

of each module and enhanced learning provision. We would like to thank you for considering 

our application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


